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Conflict [Album Version]
Conflict [Turmoil Mix]
Conflict [CombiChrist Mix]
Conflict [Alpha Conspiracy Mix] by Iris
Conflict [Massiv in Mensch Mix]
Conflict [Phaze Mix] by Negative Format
Conflict [Mechanical Asphyxia Mix]
by System Syn
Conflict [Imperative Reaction Mix]
Conflict [Multimedia Video]

Distribution in the US through Amazon.com,
select Best Buy stores, Metropolis, A Different
Drum, All Indies, TowerRecords.com, CD Baby,
Isolation Tank, DSBP, Projekt, DarkLand Music,
Unspun, Musikwerks,
EUROPE – Darkcell, Musik Non Stop, Corpro,
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CANADA - Storming the Mailorder and T.i.K

Street date: July 22, 2003
Nilaihah Records - nr011
Multimedia CD single - 8 tracks + video
file under: Electronic Dance, Techno, Industrial,
EBM, Synth Pop

Female fronted Electronic Dance merged with Industrial elements and fiery vocals. They've been called one of the
most original bands who manage to combine passion and hard-hitting electronics that pour out onto the dance
floor.
The Azoic re-emerge with this stunning multimedia maxi CD after their successful 'forward...' release. It features
the addictive club hit "Conflict" with diverse remixes from Iris, Negative Format, Imperative Reaction, Massiv in
Mensch, System Syn, and CombiChrist (Icon of Coil side project), plus an amazing enhanced video! Styles
ranging from dance to EBM to trance, powernoise and synth-pop. A must have!
“This one will smoke the houses down across the globe! I am betting it will be the biggest hit this summer in the
clubs worldwide!! ” –Michael Ventarola, Hidden Sanctuary
“Very well produced and quite catchy besides the obviously danceable! This teaser single has a nice universal
quality to it that should appeal to a variety of listeners. Nice vocals dynamics and vocal effects along with some
very addictive rhythmic programming.” –Alan McClelland of eye.lyft
“Absolutely excellent!!’ –Freon Promotions, UK
“Is one of the best produced and rockin' EP singles released this year. Definitely gonna be in my top ten. Every
remix is right on track and should be something for everyone here. It's a ‘gotta have’.” --DJ Copper Top

